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Abbott & Costello

This most famous baseball skit that has a life of its own is the
Abbott and Costello skit about 'Who's on First.' The ancestors of
'who's on First' are fond in the turn of the century burlesque
sketches that used 'play on words or names.' In a 1930 movie
'Cracked Nuts' comedians Bert Wheeler & Robert Woolsey had a
word routine. Also Will Hay performed a routine in the early 1930s.
By early 1930s a baseball routine was a standard routine for comics
in vaudeville. A few people claimed the authorship of the skit-among
these are Irving Gordon, plus both Abbot and Costello claimed
authorship in and Michael Musto.
A write-up in the newspaper gives credit to Costello:
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Herald and News - June 19, 1953
Seventeen years ago (1936) a burlesque comic by the name of
Lou Costello wrote a comedy sketch about a baseball team. He and
his partner tried it out on the stage of Minsky's Public theater on
New York's 42nd Street.
The show director threw the sketch out after the first matinee
performance.
A few years later, Costello teamed up with Bud Abbott and
graduated from burlesque to big-time radio on the Kate Smith
show. The two tried to revive the baseball sketch but Producer Ted
Collins would not hear of it.
'They'll hiss you off the air with that silly thing,' Collins told
Lou. five months later, Kate talked Collins into letting the boys use
the sketch, called 'Who's on First?'
Since then the boys have gone into that baseball routine
thousands of times- once for as little as $20 once for as much as
$15,000 and innumerable times for charity. it has helped make
millionaires of them.
Herald and News - June 19, 1953
Frank 'Slivers' Oakley
1871-1916

The premier clown of his day, Frank 'Slivers' Oakley starred
as a clown in the Barnum and Bailey circus and a star in vaudeville
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with his routine, 'The Baseball Game.' Born in Sweden his family
moved to the U.S. When he was 14 he ran away from home and
joined the circus. Noted as the most famous clown in the world he
had an influence on Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton and many
others. He is said to be the first to wear the 'big' clown shoes.
With the popularity of baseball he performed an act that was
about baseball that was extremely popular with the vaudeville
audiences. What a night of entertainment when 'Slivers,' Joe Tinker
and Jimmy Callahan appeared in the same bill.
We find a number of descriptions of 'Slivers' in his baseball
act. On the web site 'Our Game' we find a description of his act:
'Slivers, after setting up a diamond in the center ring of the big
ten,' emerged as a catcher, with his 'bird cage' mask and heavily
padded mitt. He popped his fist in the glove a few times and set up
crouching behind the plate. He feigned receiving a pitch, and then n
the midst of the motion of tossing the horsehide back to his batterymate he suddenly wheeled to argue the call with the imaginary ump.
throwing off the mask, gesticulating wildly and jawing with his
adversary. Later he took a turn at bat, and, after working the count
full, 'it' one in the gap, but was thrown out trying to stretch threebagger into a home run.' Another rhubarb with the umpire ensued.
by all accounts, at this point the crowd watching slivers was
delirious. Once circus memoir of the period references the need for
extra medical personnel because so many in the audience were
passing out from laughter. 'The entire at was in pantomime,' the
writer states. 'No one but Oakley was on the stage,. But so realistic
was very move and gesture, so convincing, that he ever failed to
carry the house.
The Detroit newspaper carried the obituary of Oakley and
gave an account of Oakley's baseball routine:
Probably no one in Detroit who has seen his baseball at will
ever forget it. He appeared in this several times here. it was the best
thing he ever did.
Oakley, with chalked face, baggy trousers faded and torn back
and red striped Jersey, and the famous big feet, slowly came on the
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stage. He carried a mask and chest protector and a catcher's mitt.
The stage setting consisted of a deep curtain, showing a bleacher
crowd and the players bench. Oakley hauled out the base bags and
laid out his diamond, taking care to place the bags at proper
distance.
Then he returned to the bench to laced on his spiked shoes. this
operation was continually interrupted by an imaginary fan, with
whom he held an imaginary conversation. He finally got the shoes,
protector, mask and glove adjusted and took his station behind the
plate.
At this point Oakley scored his big hit. In crouching to sign the
pitcher, he scraped his fingers in the dust, wiped his hand in the mitt
and next on his trousers, took the delivery started to return the ball
to the pitcher and suddenly pulled back his arm to turn around
quickly, placed both hands on his hips and start an imaginary
argument with an imaginary umpire. he bounced the imaginary ball
on the plate, followed the umpire around wildly, gesticulating, or
tossing up his glove in apparent despair, dusting off the home plate
with his cap to resist any possible existing and remaking shred of
doubt as is the cause of the argument. finally he returned to his
position. After returning the ball, Oakley came to the plate swinging
a imaginary ball. He took two strikes neither without arguments
with the umpire. With three strikes and too on him he met the next
pitched ball and hit into the territory. He tried to stretch a three
bagger into a home run, and as he slid into the home plate and was
tagged out. He bounced up with as much energy and sudden fury as
some of our best known diamond heroes do at Navin field under
similar circumstances. Here, he engaged in another heated
argument and was ordered off the grounds. 'slivers' slowly returned
to the players' bench. he started to pick up his glove, then
remembered he was thirsty. he strolled over to the water bucket.
First he carefully removed a wad of favorite cut plug from his
mouth, then he drank slowly, meanwhile conversing with a friend
who had apparently called to him from the stands. He returned to
the players' bench slowly and regretfully and began gathering his
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armament. having collected his protector, shoes and mitt, his walk
around the clubhouse began. he was interrupted again by a friend in
the stands and stopped to explain to him the great injustice he had
just suffered. The umpire followed him, reiterating his order to
leave the grounds. 'Slivers' turned to argue with the umpire, but was
finally started on his way again, only to remember that he had
forgotten his mask. He returned for this, then made his exit.
The entire act was in pantomime. No one but Oakley was on
the stage. but so realistic was very move and gesture, so convincing,
that he never failed to carry the house. Everything he did had
actually taken place before their eyes in the heat of pennant
winning diamond battles, with high-priced baseball stars as the
principals.
Scranton Truth - May 23, 1905
'Slivers' Frank Oakley, the cleverest clown of them all, in
pantomime gave a baseball game by himself that was quite the
funniest performance of the show. 'Slivers' has won a standing
among clowns by his original methods, but his baseball game is
quite the best thing that he has yet executed.
Salt Lake Tribune - August 1, 1905 - sliver's greatest stunt.
One of 'Slivers' most amusing stunts is a baseball game, in
which he plays all the characters. This novel act is described as
excruciatingly funny, not only to the baseball fans, but also to those
not particularly interested in the National game.
'Slivers', besides being a clown of great cleverness, has many
original ideas, and, in expressing some of them recently, he said.
Age of lessness
'This is the age of lessness. You have the wireless and horseless
and in the circus fellow we have the speechless.'
Salt Lake Tribune - August 1, 1905 - Slivers's greatest stunt.
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One of 'Sliver's most amusing stunts is a baseball game, in
which he plays all the characters. this novel act is described as
excruciatingly funny, not only to the baseball fans, but also to those
not particularity interested in the National game.
'Slivers', besides being a clown of great cleverness, has many
original ideas, and, in expressing some of them recently, he said.
The Sun - November 26, 1905
'The Raiders' begins a fortnight's revival at the Hippodrome
tomorrow, preceding with 'A Yankee circus on Mars,' Thompson &
Dundy's Christmas musical extravaganza which will have its
premiere on December 11. In the incidental circus tournament
Slivers, the clown, has scored in his solitary baseball game.

September 2, 1906
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December 28, 1908
Kentucky Irish American - July 24, 1909 - Fontaine Ferry Park.
Slivers, the famous baseball clown, who made such a hit here
last year, has added new laurels to his brow at Fontaine Ferry park
this week. His is one of the greatest vaudeville hits on the stage
today, and sets the fans wild.

September 7, 1909
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Inter Ocean - January 23, 1910 - Trio of diamond stars billed in
baseball week at Majestic. Joe Tinker, Jimmy Callahan and 'Slivers'
Oakley slated as top-liners on 'Fans' program.
That the baseball star is an idol among the fans during the
winter months as well as when the race for a championship is at a
high pitch is evidenced by the program which has been arranged by
the management of the Majestic Theater for this week. some
vaudeville material from among the baseball ranks has been
brought together and the offering named 'baseball week.'
Joe Tinker, Jimmy Callahan and 'Slivers' Oakley are the
diamond heroes to hold the top lines on the bill. Tinker is to give the
skit in which he made such a hit recently at the West side and south
Side, teams he entertained the clubs on rainy afternoons when the
players were complied to stay at their hotel. Some time ago it was
suggested to Callahan that the fans would be pleased to hear these
stories, and he has arranged some of them as a vaudeville number.
'Slivers' Oakley is an old time ball player who has made an
excellent reputation as a vaudeville entertainer. his pantomime, A
Baseball Game,' is a clever bit of burlesque on the national pastime.
Inter Ocean - January 23, 1910
Joe Tinker, Jimmy Callahan and 'Slivers' Oakley are the
diamond heroes to hold the top lines on the bill. Tinker is to give the
skit in which he made such a hit recently at the Haymarket Theater.
Jimmy Callahan has been engaged to tell the fans some Irish stories,
as well as some of his experiences as a major league baseball player.
Tinker's skit, which is called 'A Great Catch,' is a burlesque on
baseball. Sadie Sherman supports him in the piece, and the pair
bring out many laughable incidents in the national pastime. Miss
Sherman has made quite a reputation in vaudeville, while Tinker
proved that he was 'some actorman' while his performance was
running at the Haymarket.
Major league baseball players swear that Jimmy Callahan is
the king pin story teller.
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Pittsburgh Daily Post - February 8, 1910
Silvers plays a pantomimic baseball game all alone. He does
the 'Hack' Gibson stunt behind the bat, sasses the umpire, is called
out at the plate, and his manner toward the poor 'umps' would put
Muggsy McGraw, 'Kid' Elberfield and Roger Bresnahan to shame.
Artie Nelson, a sensational acrobat, assists Slivers.
Evening Star - June 21, 1910 - Hippodrome opens. Act by Silvers,
the clown, evokes laughter. Performance on stage and circus rings
is loudly applauded by large crowd.
When Slivers, the famous clown rowed out n a boat on the ball
field at American league Park last evening to shoot ducks, and
wound up by catching a decoy, taking a swim and walking home
with his boat, there were roars of laughter from an audience that
filled the stands and overflowed the bleachers. But when alone he
played the great American game of baseball, representing n himself
the New York and the Chicago teams, catching behind the bat,
batting, running and sliding the bases and even indulging in a 'talk
fest' with the umpire which resulted in his retirement from the game
and his escort from the grounds under the chaperonage of a blue
coated policeman, the laughter knew no bounds.
This was one of the principal features of an all-star program
presented at its first performance by the great Washington
Hippodrome at the ball grounds. But there were other, many others,
as interesting n their way to make the performance one of the best
exhibitions of outdoor vaudeville ever seen in Washington.
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June 28, 1910
Washington Times - November 21, 1911
'Slivers,' the famous clown, is repeating his success of 'The Ball
Game,' and is as funny as ever in his pantomime stunt of the
diamond.
Salt Lake Tribune - December 6, 1912
Lovers of the national game of baseball are getting all kinds of
wholesome fun at the Orpheum this week with the act of Slivers, the
famous Barnum & Bailey clown 'Slivers' plays one inning in the
field and one at the bat without uttering a single word. At the same
time every play is followed with keen interest. The signals, the
debate with the umpire and all the rest of the incidents connected
with the average hotly contested game are faithfully depicted, much
to the merriment of the assembled fans. In his act, 'Slivers' achieves
the height of pantomimic excellence.
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San Francisco Call - October 28, 1912
Frank 'Slivers' Oakley the man who stands in a class by
himself in pantomime, is billed for this week only. Within the last
few years Oakley has made a reputation as a single handed baseball
team. As a catcher he gives a comedy performance that is
unexcelled. His opening work is amusing to the children, but is a
poor starter for the splendid acting that follows. Either as catcher or
batsman, his acting is a scream.
Salt Lake Tribune - December 1, 1912
'Slivers' the famous clown in his really remarkable wordless
farce 'The Ball Game,' is coming to town to stir the resistibility's of
amusement seekers. His work is said to be nothing short of art and
never fails to receive the reward it deserves. Before a special set
showing a portion of the diamond and bleachers at a ball park, the
comedian plays a one-man ball game, acting every position with
elaborate fidelity. Every play, however, is the signal for a roar of
laughter.
Seattle Star - October 9, 1912
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Every spring 'Slivers' Oakley is around the big league training
camps, practicing with the boys and getting pointers for his act,
which has become famous wherever vaudeville meets baseball.
Every summer morning, no matter what town he is in, 'slivers' is out
at the ball park joining in the practice, for baseball players all over
the continent, are his friends. Joe Tinker is his chum and Harry
Davis is his pal. Cliff Blankenship, once Seattle's favorite catcher,
gave Slivers the catcher's mitt that he uses in his act. Tinker's bat,
that knocked the famous home run on the Polo Grounds in 1909
and won a pennant for the cubs, is one of those which Slivers
displays. It has never hit a ball since it drove the famous wallop into
the far center field bleachers of the New York park.
Oakley, out of his clown make-up is a tall, blue-eyed clean-cut
chap, who thinks, talks, lives and acts baseball. also he plays it. he
has caught Rube Waddell's benders, and stood up at bat before
Christy Mathewson's fade-away. when it comes to baseball players,
he knows and loves them all. They are a fine bunch of fellows, says
Slivers.

Slivers
Oregon Daily Journal - October 13, 1912
'Slivers' the famous clown, renowned the world over for his
pantomime, 'The Ball Game,' will appear at the Orpheum this week
in the vaudeville at that has made him a celebrity in theatredom.
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Before a special stage setting showing a baseball ground, bleachers
and all, 'Slivers' portrays the action of
San Francisco Call - October 27, 1912
The famous clown, 'Slivers,' will present his original
pantomime, 'The Ball Game,' this week only. Frank 'Slivers' Oakley
will be pleasantly remembered as one of the greatest comedy hits in
vaudeville. Before a special stage setting showing a baseball ground,
bleachers and all, 'Slivers' portrays the action of every player of the
team and to complete his one-man game he depicts the perennial
fight with the umpire. In real life 'Slivers' is Frank Oakley.

November 30, 1912

January 7, 1913
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Evening World - May 3, 1913
There's an act up at the Palace Theatre this week that has
them all going.
It's baseball n pantomime. there's only one man in the act, and
he's the McGraw of the game. He's the whole thing. Frank Oakley is
his name, but he's 'Slivers' on the bills, and there's nothing that
touches his act in relation to the national pastime since Thayer
wrote 'Casey at the Bat.'
The stage is in darkness when Slivers, as a clown, is injected
into the spotlight. he has a broom, and he carries in the three bags
and a home plate. when the lights go up, the diamond is set, and the
scene is a wonderful production of the grounds. There is the
grandstand and the bleachers, the bench and all the equipment for
the game, and one man to carry off the entire honors.
Now, if you can figure out how that can be done-well, if you
could you would have done it yourself. With the stage set, slivers
and the orchestra do the rest. The man at the drum makes the
funniest noises, and every noise has its meaning to the trained ear of
the 'fan.' There's a swishing sound when Slivers sweeps the home
plate with his broom, and the sound continues after slivers stops.
slivers looks foolish, and everybody laughs like kids in church, and
you experience a tickled to death feeling. You know it's going to be a
good game, and isn't going to be called on account of darkness.
In the first half of the inning, Slivers is behind the bat, and he
is an ideal backstop. he has all the harness on. he doffs his cap to the
grand stand, and nods familiarity to the bleachers, then someone
say: 'Play ball.'
The first man to the bat fans. But before he does he knocks a
high foul and the catcher is right after it`, but it gets away from him.
The ball is thrown back to him and flump goes its smack as it nestles
in the catcher's glove. Of course, there is no ball. but you known the
ball is there just the same by the sounds and by the catchers'
actions. He signals to the pitcher and tries to put one over on the
umpire by swinging his glove in until it is right behind the plate. The
look of disgust on his face shows that the umpire has called on ball.
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The next drive is straight over the plate and the batter is out.
The next man goes out on a high fly. 'Pop!' goes something at the
drum, and the catcher's eye follows the ball far afield and his glance
tells you that the ball has been caught.
The next man makes first, and Sliver's look of amazement
shows that the umpire has erred again in judgment, from the
catcher's viewpoint. Then the runner steals second. the ball is
catapulted down to second, and the catcher knows that he has put
his man out. He takes off part of his harness and is then called back
by the umpire. All this you read is the expression of his face and his
gesticulations. He goes back to the plate and turns around tells you
that the umpire has called him out. then follows some of the funniest
pantomime every seen.
The captain from the field calls him down and order him to the
bench. He chews the rag with the captain and gets the rules and
read like particular rule on that 'out.' He is good by the captain and
tears up the rules and walks to the bench, getting the 'howl out'
from bleachers and grandstand.
Sitting on the bench, he evinces little interest in the rest of the
game. by his actions you see that one man is out and another has
reached the initial bag. But he's the thing. to hell with the game. he's
the injured party. His 'rep' has been tarnished. he scowls at the big
cop and takes a 'chew' of tobacco. he keeps up the work for five
minutes and there's a laugh in his every expression. And finally a
real policeman comes in and leads him across the field, over the
diamond and out of the grounds. And the big dummy gives him the
horse laugh.
The act is a classic.

January 28, 1915
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January 28, 1915
Allentown Democrat - January 29, 1915 - Barnum and Bailey clown
scores it at Orpheum.
Frank Oakley, better known as 'Slivers,' the clown, greatly
amused the large audiences which attended the performances at the
Orpheum yesterday afternoon and last night. His first appearance
on the stage is in a characteristic clown costume and he afterwards
strips down to a baseball uniform and then goes through a game in
pantomime, taking the part of a catcher. His actions and
mannerisms are distinctly funny, the act being greatly enhanced by
special scenery depicting a baseball diamond.
Richmond Times-Dispatch - April 18, 1915 - Great clown, 'Slivers,'
is star of Lyric's week.
With such features as Frank 'Slivers' Oakley, the famous
clown of the Barnum Bailey Circus, Madame Rochez's Monkey
theater and the company of protean artists head by Murphy and
Nichols, this week at the Lyric theater promises to be the most
notable of the season.
'Slivers' Oakley, in the opinion of many reviewers, is the
greatest pantomimist in the world. He will present here the
wordless farce, 'The Ball Game,' which was pronounced the acme of
pantomime excellence when 'Slivers' produced it at the
Hippodrome, New York. with a scenic reproduction of the diamond
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and bleachers of the New York baseball park as his frame, the
celebrated clown plays a one-man baseball game, acting every
position with absolute fidelity. For twenty minutes the game goes
on, the comedian uttering no word, but every play he depicts in
pantomime is said to provoke an outburst of laughter. 'Slivers'
comes for the latter half of the week.
East Oregonian - March 9, 1916
Frank Oakley, known as 'Slivers, the highest paid clown in the
world, was found dead in his room here. he lay stretched out on the
floor, half dressed, with gas flowing from a jet and a small heater.
'Slivers' made a hit all over the United States with his baseball
act and is reported to have received a salary of $15,000 a year for
working 20 minutes a day.
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Ray Cox-Baseball Girl

Ray Cox
Stark County Democrat - June 23, 1903
Miss Ray Cox is a clean comedienne and sings coon songs and
does a monologue in a characteristic manner. she is quiet original.
Atlanta Constitution - April 26, 1910 - At the Forsyth
though she was apparently suffering from a cold last night at
the Forsyth, Ray Cox, the southern girl who has forged to the front
ranks of comediennes, more than made good as the headline feature.
It was not the fact that she was southern, and it was not the fact that
she was a woman, and a fascinating one at that, that made her go
great with her audience; but it was the sterling worth of her
performance that brought her many encores, and firmly established
her as favorite on the first day of her appearance. her work in the
baseball skit was especially clever.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - January 20, 1913
The illustration herewith presented is not a counterfeit likeness
of a zebra. On the contrary, if the picture were turned around, one
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would see the face of a pretty girl and one whose talents are just now
affording unalloyed enjoyment to vaudeville patrons. The young
woman is Ray Cox, who is to appear at the Grand this week. Miss
Cox is a Southern comedienne and the first girl on the American
stage to describe the feminine baseball fan. The garment in which
she is arrayed is her zebra hobble skirt.

Ray Cox
Miss Cox was born in Baton Rouge, La., is a daughter of a onetime prosperous plantation owner and upon the failure of her
family's fortune located in Chicago, where she took up stenography.
Her first engagement on the stage was secured through the good
offices of the late Mabel Hite, wife of the ex-Pirate baseball player,
Mike Donlin.
Cincinnati Enquirer - April 13, 1913
Ray Cox, the real Southern comedienne, will appear in this city
for the first time in many years with a new repertoire of songs and
characterizations, including her famous aeroplane number, and by
special request, in honor of the baseball season, she will offer her
baseball feature.
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Baseball skits
Welch, Mealy & Monstrose
Decatur Herald - March 21, 1909 - Baseball season will soon be here
but Manager Siegfried has booked the 'first game of the season, in
Welch, Mealy.
Welsh, Mealy and Montrose in their funny sketch 'Play Ball' at
the Bijou for the first half of the week. The headliner for the last
half of the week will be Cantor and Curtis, novelty singers and
dancers. The two shows for the week are: First Half: Welsh, Healy
and Montrose, comedy acrobatic sketch 'Play Ball.'
Big fat Tom Welsh about the biggest and fattest man on the
vaudeville stage, with his eccentricities and a smiling face, heads the
big comedy feature. Associated with him are two good dances and
clever tumblers, presenting a farcical game of ball on the stage,
which is considered one of the funniest skits in vaudeville. Welch
was, in the early days of baseball, in 1880, a member of the
Cincinnati Reds and gained for himself quite a record both as a ball
player and a comedian while a member of that organization. The
funny baseball sketch ends in a fight and a cross fire conversation,
showing the famous argument between the New York Giants and
the Cubs of last season's series.
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March 21, 1909
Olatha Mirror - April 27, 1911
Virginia Stark
Musical numbers formed a large part of the exercises. The
beautiful 'Baseball' sketch by Virginia Stark was so well rendered
that the audience refused to cease its applause until she returned to
the platform to bow acknowledgements of her appreciation.
Victor Smalley
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - May 14, 1911
The Victor Smalley farce, Baseballitis,' will be given by a
company of capable farceurs. It is a merry story of the national
game with the baseball 'bug' glorified. For fidelity to the national
pastime 'Casey at the Bat' was never a circumstance to
'Baseballitis.' it introduces baseball songs, baseball slang, baseball
heroes, and baseball buffoonry.
Company of Artist
Allentown Democrat - November 14, 1911
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'The Pitcher' is the title of a clever baseball skit in one act
given by a company of artists right out of drama and musical
comedy. The dialogue is good and the situations well placed and full
of interest.
Ever Wisdon and Company
Pitchburg Sentinel - December 20, 1912
The customary large audiences were at the Bijou on Thursday
afternoon and evening, to enjoy the new show offered for the last
three days of the week, headed by Evers Wisdom and Company in
the funny comedy sketch, 'Baseballitis,' with three other high grade
vaudeville attractions and the customary list of new moving
pictures.
'Baseballitis' is but another name for 'Baseball on the brain,'
being a laughable travesty on baseball enthusiasm and the havoc it
may cause in the home of a fan whose wife neither knows or cares
anything about the game. The skit is admirably interpreted by three
people, the lady of the trio being an especially clever comedienne
and the creator of most of the laughable comedy with which the
sketch abounds.
Gladys Clark & Henry Bergman
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 22, 1914
Put it to a vote among Orpheum patrons and it is safe betting
that Gladys Clark and Henry Bergman would come out on top of
the heap in a popularity contest last night. this versatile pair co-stars
recently in 'The Trained Nurses' and 'The Society Buds,' the tabloid
musical comedy successes, have returned to their first love, the
baseball sketch, and they were greeted with storms of applause last
night. Encored repeatedly, they had to sing some of their old song
successes.
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Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 22, 1914 - Gladys Clark and
Henry Bergman - Good features at the Orpheum
Put it to a vote among Orpheum patrons and it is safe betting
that Gladys Clark and Henry Bergman would come out on top of
the heap in a popularity contest last night. This versatile pair, costars recently in 'The Trained Nurses' and 'The Society Buds,' the
tabloid musical comedy successes, have returned to their first love,
the baseball sketch, and they were greeted with storms of applause
last night. Encored repeatedly, they had to sing some of their old
song successes.
Tom Lewis
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - September 23, 1915
The bill of Keith vaudeville at the Davis theater next week will
include Sam and Kitty Morton, of the famous four Mortons, in a
new skit called 'Back to where They Started;'' Swan Wood, the
premiere of the metropolitan Grand Opera House ballet and the
New York winter Garden ballet, with eight dancing girls in a series
of classic and character dances, and Tom Lewis, star of 'High Jinks,'
with a company of five in a baseball skit entitled 'Brother Fans.'
Edith Ward
Middletown Times-Press - March 31, 1916
Edith Ward, 'The Baseball fannette' is a real, honest-togoodness lady baseball fan. she is the original 'baseball girl' and the
only lady presenting a single baseball act in vaudeville.
Believe me, boys, it is a safe bet to say, that she knows more
about baseball and big leaguers than any man in town. she also
enjoys the personal acquaintance of a great many of the men who
have made baseball famous, including McGraw, Mathewson,
Marquard and Mike Donlin. she is also a racing fan and is equally
as 'educated' in good horse racing as in baseball Root for her boys,
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she is a real, live, up-to-date baseball fannette, and the first one we
have ever met.
Mahoney & Rogers
Altoona Tribune - April 20, 1917
Francis & Kennedy have a very lively dancing at that starts the
olio off with a whirl, which is capably sustained by Mahoney &
Rogers, who follow with a seasonable comedy skit, 'A Baseball
Flirtation,' in which they pursue a succession of songs, dances and
comedy quips that were received with marked enthusiasm.

Swat Mulligan - Bozeman Bulger

Los Angeles Herald - May 30, 1910
Seems strange, doesn't it when you come to think of it, that
baseball, the greatest of American sports, is the one that has never
been successfully transferred to the stage? Can you recall a single
example of a baseball play that you would look at a second time?:
Can you even recall one that you ever saw at all? The nature of the
sport seems to prohibit its stage representation. But is shouldn't.
The game is virile, full of dramatics and brimming with climaxes.
Every man in America follows it daily ups and downs and takes an
interest in the home team, if it is only a back lot aggregation of
school boys. "the intensity of this feeling is shown by the fact that
25,000 person frequently attend a big league game.
"in announcing a baseball sketch for this week the Orpheum is
certainly doing a daring thing. but when one recalls that the player
is by Bozeman Bulger, creator of 'Swat Mulligan,' and chronicler of
his fortunes, it is certain that an interesting thing is to be before us,
if nothing else. it may seem impossible to personify the redoubtable.
Swat behind the footlights, but the declaration that it has been done
must be accepted, and naturally everyone will want to see how it
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happened and what Swat looks like to the naked eye. In affording
this opportunity, if nothing else, the Orpheum is doing a good work.
Most of the story of the famous game, wherein Swat knocks
'em over the fence, is told by two little urchins, admirably played by
Vienna Bolton and Johnny German, who see the game through the
cracks in the fence. both are star actors and have the game put with
all its slang. No one can doubt that every fan in town will line up at
the Orpheum diamond this week, if for nothing else, to root for
Swat.
Labor World - September 16, 1911
As this is the season of the year when baseball fans are
especially interested in the great national game, the announcement
of engagement of Swat Mulligan as the feature attraction, should
awaken much interest.
'Swat Mulligan' is a baseball comedy by Bozeman Bulger and
is conceded by managers, critics and fans alike to be the greatest
baseball skit n vaudeville. The playlet portrays the sidelights on the
national game in a most ludicrous manner and is the most successful
dramatization of a baseball game on the stage. it is bubbling over
with baseball slang and the action is lighting fast during every
minute of the game.

December 10, 1911
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Johnny Gorman & Vienna Bolton

The Index Journal - October 11, 1927 - Baseball Program
Tying in with the interest in the world's Series, a baseball
program will feature the broadcast on Tuesday from 9 to 10 o'clock
over the WEAF network. Music associated with baseball players
and events will be played by an orchestra, under the direction of
Nathaniel Schilkret, and will also form the incidental background
for what is expected to prove a particularly popular number- 'Ring
Lardner's baseball sketch, 'In the Bull Pen.'
Among the baseball songs will be 'Tessie,' 'Along Came Ruth'
and 'Take me to the Ball Game.' Another number will be the
'Reuben Marquard Glide.' Dyed-in-the wool baseball fans who will
be among the millions in the home 'bleachers' listening to this
concert will recall that it was 'Tessie' which really broke up the first
World's Series, back in 1903. The song, which 'razzed' their
opponents, the Pittsburgh Pirates, unmercifully, was arranged at the
instance of the Red Sox. To its effect upon the Pirates' morale,
baseball critics attributed the Pirates downfall in that historic set-to.
Every baseball player is said to have a penchant for some
particular tune, and an aversion to certain airs. Rabid fans
recognize this and sometimes succeed in 'rattling' opponents of their
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home teams by bellowing out to them the unwelcome of this type of
song.
Ring Lardner
Ogden Standard Examiner - July 30, 1922
...One of Mr. Lardner's essays for the Follies perplexes the
students of laugher in the theatre. this is twenty minutes behind the
scenes of baseball, a region discussed by few other historians of the
national diversion. Mr. Lardner was first perhaps, among the sport
chronicles to recognize the multitude's yearning curiosity about the
happenings on the edge of the game-the gossip and comment n the
field, on the players' bench, in the shower baths and dressing rooms.
Being a humorist, he was not so much interested in the fact that an
error was committed as he was in what was said between the innings
to him was erroneous. He uncovered in his fiction the baseball
player as a human being rather than as a silent automaton which
performed base hits and feats of fielding mechanically and with little
gusto. The Anatole France of the diamond as he has nicknamed it.
Mr. Lardner took it apart and grinned at it, and by imparting his
studies to the world, he became, like baseball and the Follies a
national institution.
But, as I started to say, his baseball skit in the Follies
compounds the expert tradesmen of the show business. The scene is
that remote section of a 'ball park' whereon cold pitchers endeavor
to become hot by the process of 'warming up.' Andrew Tombes,
representing a vain and neglected recruit from the bush leagues' is
tossing a ball to a catcher, with all the sneering contemptuousness of
a self-satisfied understudy, while Will Rogers, counterfeiting a grim
veteran of the game, 'kids' him with a cruelty most amusing. The
conversation between the two contains all the savory elements that
have endeared Mr. Lardner's printed baseball characterization to
the public. yet audiences, which laugh, as Bastio of Thebea used to
put it, immoderately at Miss Gilda Gray's gymnosophist and at the
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cadaverous capers of Gallagher and Sheen, observe a recess from
their applause and are silent.
Members of Mr. Ziegfeld's outer entourage, detecting this
silence, deemed it an evidence of inefficiency, and advocated the
omission of the sketch from the program of the Follies. 'I proves,' I
heard one of the say, 'that baseball is a superstition.' At best, he
said, there are only 40,000 who go to the games, and even they don't
care for anything but the final scores. This advisor contended to Mr.
Ziegfeld that applause is an infallible indication of enjoyment in the
theatre and that the absence of it is equally a 'testimony of languors
and ennui.'
The peculiar thing about Mr. Lardner's cartoon, aside from its
delighting humor, is that many persons are able to enjoy it
noiselessly. One of the most sinister traditions of the theatre is that
which persuades the impresarios that the happiness of their
customers is always illustrated by primitive outcries and the
barbaric impact of one hand upon the other. The quiet smile,
however, rippling persistent and eloquent of comfort, is as nothing
compared to loud and dissonant sounds as proof of popularity. "but
Mr. Ziegfeld, being the calmest as well as one of the most knowing
showmen, realizes that the better and the finer things, as they say in
Hollywood, are not always those which evoke from audiences an
eccentric babbling so Mr. Lardner's thoughtful amusement persists
in the follies, shining, if one may be permitted again to say so, like a
good deed in a naughty, naughty world.
Songs about Baseball
Baseball Songs
Being extremely popular baseball had many songs written about
the game and its stars, none more popular than 'Take Me out to the
Ball Game.' Some popular songs were written by baseball players such
as 'Doc' White, Johnny Evers, Moriarty and others. With the
popularity of sheet music the people of this era always had a piano in
their parlor and stood around singing these songs. Is there anyone,
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baseball fan or not, who does not recognize 'Take Me out to the Ball
Game?' The earliest baseball songs I found where 3 baseball themed
songs with words in 1867 entitled 'Base Ball Fever,' The Ball and the
Bat,' and 'Catch it on the Fly.' The minstrel Dockstader was a baseball
fan and wrote the words and George Cragg the music for 'Baseball,' in
1886. I believe this song was sung in the Dockstader minstrel show.
Base Ball Fever - 1867
In the year 1867 we find the first baseball song that includes lyrics;
”Base Ball Fever,” by H. Angelo and James Porter. There are four
additional verses expressing the same feeling of loving the game of
baseball. There is an 8 bar introduction; the verse is 16 bars in F major
and the Chorus is 8 bars in D minor. Unless we find earlier baseball
theme songs with lyrics this song may be the earliest pure baseball song
with lyrics apropos to our subject. The melody is folk like and the
harmony it uses is mostly the I, IV and V chords of the key used. The
vocal range is wide, the contour being an octave and a 6th- from middle
C to A on the first line above the staff. The lyrics show how one can get
‘hooked’ on the game or as the lyrics say – “I’ve got the baseball fever.”
The tempo is marked ‘allegretto.’
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Verse:
All ‘round about we’ve queer complaints, which need some
doctor patching.
But something there is on the brain, which seems to be
more catching.
Tis raging too both far and near, or else I’m a deceiver
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I’ll tell you what it is now; plain it is the Base Ball Fever.
Chorus: (in vocal quartet form)
O my, O my, O my O my, we want a safe reliever
Everybody, old and young, has got the baseball fever.
Songs about Baseball
At the Game of Ball - 1895
Babe Ruth – 1921 - Tierney
Babe Ruth – 1922 – Atkins,Trout
Babe Ruth – 1922 - Graff
Banshee – 1909
Baseball Fans - 1909
Baseball – (no Date) - Bullock
Baseball – 1886 – Cragg
Baseball Boy – 1911
Baseball Song - 1888
Base Ball Day - 1913
Baseball – 1914 - Falkenstein
Baseball – 1905 – Gilchrist
Baseball – 1907 – Hitchfield
Baseball – 1908 – Smith/Pratt
Baseball Dittes: 1909 - Collection of Music about Baseball
Those Grand Old Words “Play Ball”
In Wise King Solly’s Boys
This Sweetheart of Mine
Baseball Fans
Theirs is a glory that Lasts but a Day
Root, Root, Root
Baseball Man For Me – 1909
Baseball on the Brain – 1910
Baseball Days – 1913
Baseball Team – 1911
Baseball vs. Opera – 1912
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Baseball Fan - 1913
Baseball – 1913 – Scott
Baseball Game – 1913 - Crosby
Baseball – 1914 - Martin
Baseball fiend – 1902
Baseball Game of Love - 1909
Baseball Glide – 1911
Baseball Rag - 1919
Batter Up – 1918
Between You and Me – 1908
Casey at the Bat - 1920
Champs of 1912 - Scott
Clancy Wasn’t In It - 1890
Come on to the Baseball Game – 1911
Connie’s Little elephant – 1907
Day I Played Base Ball - 1878
Game the Phillies Play – 1895
Glory of the Cubs - 1908
Grand Old game - 1909
He’s Fan, Fan, Fan - 1909
Hoo-of of Smoke, Good-night – 1910
If You Can’t Make a Hit In a Ball Game – 1912
I’m Baseball Crazy, Too - 1914
I won’t Go Home Til the Last Man’s Out - 1912
Manda at the Base Ball Game - 1911
National Sports – 1911
Oh, You Reds - 1910
Oh, You Red sox – 1912
One-A Strike - 1908
Our National Game – 1914
Play Ball! Pray All! – 1922
Red Sox Speed Boys - 1912
Take Me Dearie, to That Grand Old baseball Game - 1913
They All Know Cobb - 1913
They’re All Good American Names – 1911
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Those Days of Childhood - 1914
We’re Going to See A Base-Ball Game – 1911
You’re Hitting A Thousand In the Game of Love – 1915

